
Family lives through time: an historical perspective 
on how young people imagined their Futures.
the timescapes secondary analysis project

secondary analysis takes pre-existing data sets, for example research that has been archived, and re-uses it to explore themes and 
questions about society. secondary analysis may then approach the data from a different perspective, offering opportunities for the 

development of new theorising from existing data. secondary analysis can then bring together various sets of data from 
across time or place to look at a broader themes, for example the concept of futures as explored within this display, 

which draws together a number of different sources. secondary analysis then shows the value of archived material 
as an important resource for social research projects, demonstrating how archives can support and inspire social 

research. 

in contemporary and historical social research, young people have been asked to undertake a similar written exercise as a means 
of accessing their understandings of their future. they were asked to write an essay describing what they thought their future lives 
might be like. here we show a selection of these essays from two different studies, timescapes young lives project (2006) and the 

national child development survey study (1969). these studies show how young people generally tend to imagine quite realistic 
futures. they show how young people understand the world and their place and their future in it and allow us to consider the social 

processes that influence why some groups of young people imagine certain kinds of futures rather than others. they thus point 
to issues of inequality and of social change and continuity across families and across generations. 

ncds: 11yr old girl with non-manual Father 
.....................................................................................................................
i have two children one 4 the other 6. i am working in a school as a teacher. my husband 

is an estate agent. in the evenings we have tea and each person tells the rest about any 
interesting events which has happened to them. then we have a sit and talk about what 

we are going to buy or if we are going to buy a house or not. we then watch calendar 
and the news. at half past seven the children will have a bath and be put to bed. 

meanwhile my husband will be seeing that the car’s engine is all right so that we 
shall not be stranded any where is something goes wrong. after that i shall 

do the ironing or washing or any other jobs that want doing. at eleven 
o’clock we shall go to bed and get up at seven o’clock. at eight 

o’clock i would take the children one to school with me the 
other to her grandma’s. my husband goes to work at nine 

o’clock. at school i [illegible] teach first english, maths 
and art. in the afternoon p.e., projects and history. on 
sundays in the summer we will go to the sea for a day or 

go visiting. in winter i [illegible] stay at home and watch 
television or bake. every thursday we go to my mother’s 
or mother in law’s. at home i do all the housework 

at night after tea. when i am twenty nine i shall go to 
another school or stop being a teacher. 

ncds: 11yr old boy with manual Father 
...........................................................................................................................................................................................
my work is football. i am getting on quite well as a footballer. i have quite a bit of money in the 
bank. i have two children and a wife. we are all very happy in my house. my oldest child is 8 years 
of age. he wants to be a footballer just like myself. my youngest child is 2 years old. she wants to 
play tennis when she is older. we mostly watch tennis games and football games when i am not 
at work. i usually get up very early for training. i sometimes take my son with me i think he has a 
good time.
 
when i come home from work i mostly take my wife out to the cinema. i hardly ever stay at 
home. when i do i mostly have a rest. at all other times i’m mostly giving my son some football 
practice and my daughter some tennis practice. my wife works in a restaurant and she cooks 
delicious meals for me and my family we are a pretty wealthy family. i earn about 60 pound a 
week but i only have 20 pounds to spend etc. my wife earns about 50 pounds and she has 30 
pounds left to spend. so we altogether have 50 pounds to spend. i think that is quite a lot of 
money. i have a Zephra 7 to ride around in. we have only one car but we could easily buy another 
one.
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